Tailored POS technology

National POS Systems has developed and continues to enhance natPOS Software Suite – multi-industry POS solutions with integrated technology designed specifically for grocery and fresh food retailers.

With three industry-specific front-end POS solutions all seamlessly integrated to the one back office, National POS Systems’ offering is unique. You can mix and match the POS with centralised inventory and financial back office management. The solutions are:

- ** natPOS grocer: **natPOS Grocer at the check-outs – provides high-speed processing fully integrated with promotion and device management.
- ** natPOS a la carte: **natPOS A La Carte – suitable for in-store cafés, kitchen printer ordering, messaging and table management.
- ** natPOS fresh: **natPOS Fresh – features floating server sales with waterproofed touch technology for the seafood/ butcher/deli section.

**Client support**

Established in the 1980s, National POS Systems provides direct on-site and remote support seven days a week, nationally. Clients receive regular program updates, enhancing their operations and keeping them in touch with the latest technology. Working directly with the developer and integrator has allowed National POS Systems’ clients direct input into future releases and customised solutions specific to their operation. This work culture not only provides a satisfied user, but also a feature-rich product.

As part of its service, National POS Systems will project-manage the entire installation, including co-ordination of a loyalty marketing strategy by supplying customer sign-up templates, acceptance forms and key tags for customer identification and store promotion. The company will also manage bank EFTPOS and Telstra ISDN services, set up ADSL and networking services and assist shop fitters with design.

Finally, it ensures store managers are well trained and the system structured for a smooth opening.

**Suite success**

The new-generation natPOS Suite has been specifically tailored to meet the challenges retailers are facing this decade:

- Merchandising and control of store inventory.
- High-level POS operations.
- Intelligent back-of-house purchasing and multi-store stock distribution.
- Mobility, to access information from anywhere in real time.
- Technology deployment including online shopping carts, CCTV integration, in-store media, enhancing the shopper’s experience.

National POS Systems looks forward to strengthening industry relations and providing the latest POS and IT technology to control, grow and promote your business.

**Grocery & Fresh Food POS Systems WITH INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY**

- CCTV Integration
- View Sales Transactions with Video Footage at the POS with show Customer Option.
- Websites & Online Shopping Cart
- Fresh Zone, Online Loyalty & Mail Management integrated with natPOS.
- Customer Interactive KIOSK
- Remote Tablet Access
- Wireless Inventory Control
- Integrated EFTPOS
- Accounting Interface
- In-Store Educational Produce Videos
- Customer Loyalty
- Store Signage
- Double Sided Printing
- Integrated Scale Labeller

**natPOS software suite**

www.natpos.com.au 1800 806 199

**Back office management of front-end solutions**

The client-based back office allows concurrent users simultaneous access – both local and remote – including mobile personal digital assistants.

It provides general maintenance, extensive profit and performance reporting, inventory, purchasing, security, label and ticket designer, and customer and accounting controls. It also features auto-suggest intelligent stock purchasing for single and multi-store use.